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The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public at these times: 
Thursday 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM   Friday 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM   Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

On Saturdays, there is a special show/activity at 1:30 PM.    
CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 

Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org  or  Susan@blscs.org 
Admission       Adults: $5.00       Children 6 to 16: $2.00       Under 6: Free      Family: $10.00 

Annual Membership: $35.00

 
 
 
 

 
We are not sure who was having more fun at 
the BIG Little Science Centre: Jack (left) 
and Sam Snoddy (right) or their Grandpa 
Brian and Grandma Sally from Ontario. 
The family dropped into the science centre 
during the week of second senior science 
camp. The two boys tried out just about 
every station at the centre. 
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   Science Teachers 

 
 

This Newsletter is a publication of  
BIG Little Science Centre Society 

Box 882 Station Main 
Kamloops BC V2C 5M8 

Location 
Bert Edwards Science and 

Technology School 
711 Windsor Avenue,  

Kamloops, BC V2B 2B7 
Executive Director 

Gord Stewart 
Phone (250) 554 2572 

or (250) 554 BLSC 
E-Mail: gord@blscs.org 

Assistant Operator 
Susan Hammond 

Phone (250) 554 2572 
or (250) 554 BLSC 

E-Mail: susan@blscs.org 
Website 

http://blscs.org 
Newsletter Editor 

Dr. Gordon R. Gore 
#404F - 3255 Overlander Drive 

Kamloops BC 
Canada V2B 0A5 

Phone: (250) 579 5722 
E-mail: grgore@telus.net 

Approximately 70,600 visitors have 
enjoyed visits to the  

BIG Little Science Centre! 

This Newsletter is received by more than 800 readers. 
Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at 

http://www.blscs.org/ClassMembers/Newsletters/ 
 

Fall Open House 

 
 

Open House will be on Saturday October 30 2010. 
FrankenScience 2010 will include a demonstration with liquid 

nitrogen, plus many other displays and demonstrations. 
 

DIRECTORS’ MEETING 
The next directors’ meeting for the

BIG Little Science Centre Society is 
on Wednesday, September 15 at 7 PM. 
Interested members of the society are 

welcome to attend. 
 

They are back in production! Gordon Gore’s textbooks for Physics 
11 and Physics 12 (formerly called Physics One and Physics Two) 
are being published by Western Campus Resources in North 
Vancouver. The covers and the titles are the only things changed 
about these books. For information and pricing, contact:  

Western Campus Resources 
485 Mountain Highway,  

North Vancouver, BC  V7J 2L3 

Phone: (604)-988-1055   Toll-free Phone: 1-800-995-5283 
Fax: (604)-988-3309  Toll-Free Fax: 1-877-977-4539 

 E-Mail: info@westerncampus.ca 
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Our Visitors Are Coming from Everywhere! 
Gordon Gore 

 

In the past school year (September 2009 to August 2010), a record 13,800 visitors enjoyed the BIG Little Science 
Centre.  This includes class visits, after school activities, public visits on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays, birthdays, 
special group visits, summer science camps and offsite presentations. In an earnest attempt to reach out to the public as 
much as possible with limited funds and staff, the science centre has been open to public visits from Monday to Friday 
most of the summer. Thanks largely to Tourism Kamloops, the science centre has had visitors from many parts of British 
Columbia and from other provinces and countries. From the Visitors Book, which is full of very positive comments about 
our science centre, here are some names of places where tourists came from to visit Kamloops and the BIG Little Science 
Centre. Unfortunately, not every visitor thinks to sign our book. (If a location is mentioned twice it is because there were 
at least two visitors or groups from that place.) 
 

Houston, McLure, Airdrie Alberta, Whistler, New York, Salmon Arm, South Africa, Delta, Chase,  
Burnaby, Whitehorse Yukon, Maple Ridge, Aldergrove, Sicamous, Munich Germany, Williams Lake,  

White Court Alberta, Vernon, Terrace, Wakaw Lake Saskatchewan. Okotoks Alberta, Edmonton Alberta, 
Campbell River, Prince Rupert, Ridgeway England, Oak Harbor Washington, Calgary Alberta, Quesnel,  
Paul Lake, Vancouver, Surrey, Valleyview, Sherwood Park Alberta, Prince George, Pritchard, Holland,  

Germany, South Africa, United Kingdom, Willow River, Uji Japan, USA, Fort McMurray Alberta, Cache Creek, 
Calgary Alberta, Saskatoon Saskatchewan, Red Deer Alberta, Revelstoke, California, Middlewich United 

Kingdom, Chilliwack, White Rock, Duncan, New Zealand, Ontario. 
 

Young Visitors from Uji, Japan 
 

 
 
The BIG Little Science Centre recently played host to a keen group of students and parents from our sister city Uji, 
Japan (and their host families). It was the 18th annual Uji Junior High School visit. There were 22 youths (ages 10 to 
15) and 10 adults. In the photograph, they are posing with their ‘special effects’ (diffraction) glasses, after watching the 
Light and Colour Show, presented by Susan Hammond. 
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Special Visitors from Burnaby: Cliff Mui, Dr. Alice Mui, parents Sue and Peter Mui, and Dr. Barb Mui have long 
been supporters of the BIG Little Science Centre. Cliff, Alice and Barb (and their brother David, who was not present) 
are all distinguished alumni of Westsyde Secondary School in Kamloops. Their former physics teacher (Gordon Gore) 
and former chemistry teacher (Ken Schroeder) were very pleased to meet these very successful graduates and their 
parents. 
 

Thank You! 
Thank you to the Sk’elep School of Excellence (Ruth Darby, Principal) for a generous donation of numerous pieces of 
laboratory glassware and half a dozen microscopes. These are very much appreciated, and will be well used at the BIG 
Little Science Centre. 

 
Thank you to Dr. Alice Mui, who recently made a very generous donation to the BIG Little Science Centre. 

 

Kamloops GeoTour 
 

Cost $20, Additional Family Member, $12 
 

Come spend a field day with a local geologist looking at the fascinating geological features around the City of Kamloops. 
Based on the popular Kamloops GeoTour Guidebook, we will look at Kamloops’ geological history and how the City’s 
residents interact with the natural features of the area. Participants should be prepared to scramble up slopes, and no prior 
geological knowledge is required. The guidebook can be viewed at www.keg.bc.ca prior to signing up for the event. This 
tour is in partnership with BC Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum. 

Resources: the City of Kamloops; and the Kamloops Exploration Group. 
Meeting Place: Kamloops Museum    Saturday, October 2 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

Register with the City of Kamloops, Activity Guide #152433 
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Dirt, probably more respectably known as soil, is dark coloured, almost by definition. For a material to be dark, it must 
absorb light, which means that it must have a chemical structure that absorbs a large amount of the visible spectrum of 
light. This ability to absorb light is given by the expression, E = hv. That is, the frequency v of the light absorbed depends 
on the energy E, which is the difference between two electronic states of a molecule or atom, between which an electron 
can jump when the atom or molecule absorbs energy. This frequency has an inverse relationship to the wavelength. 
 

  Thus, the light may be absorbed by either atoms or molecules. Certain atoms have energy level changes that 
correspond to frequencies in the visible range of light. Some of these are what are known as the transition elements of 
which manganese, iron, cobalt and nickel are common examples. These have the necessary spacing of electron energy 
levels. Iron is especially important, as it is a very common element.  Various compounds of these elements give dark 
minerals, depending on the other atoms also combined in the mineral. Sulfides of these elements are especially dark. 
Hornblende, a complex iron aluminium silicate, is very dark.  
 

 However, the greatest amount of materials making dirt dark coloured are organic, that is, they have been derived 
from some living organism. The organic materials that absorb light do so because of the pattern of their chemical bonds. 
A pattern of alternating double and single bonds is especially effective for absorption in the visible region of the spectrum.  
 

 When living organisms die, their tissues are subjected to the action of other living organisms, such as 
invertebrates, microbes and fungi. Their components, such as proteins, carbohydrates, fats, waxes, lignins, sterols, 
pigments, resins, etc. become degraded by gradual loss of the elements of water with the formation of highly complex 
materials, especially if the conditions are anaerobic1,2. Many of the degraded components are characterized by carbon or 
carbon/nitrogen containing skeletons with complex systems of alternating single and double chemical bonds,  
 

 You only have to think of leaf mould. An examination of a long established bed of leaf mould will show plant 
fragments in various stages of decay, from recognizable fragments to material that is totally amorphous. There is a 
corresponding colour change too, to darker and darker browns. These residues form the humus that is a major part of the 
top layer of soil. Humus is a dark, spongy, colloidal or jelly-like material that acts as a host for many living organisms and 
mixes with the various minerals in the soil.   Soils that contain high levels of humus are black, e.g., chernozem, a soil 
produced in grasslands in temperate areas.   
 

 Humus can be separated into different fractions (e.g., humic acid and fulvic acid) depending on their solubilities. 
These contain organic acidic (— CO2H) and phenolic groups. These polar groups bind the material to metal ions, and, of 
course, bind to clothing, skin, floors, walls etc. to make them ‘dirty’. 
 

 This binding to metal ions can help remove them from minerals and make them more readily accessible to plants, 
possibly by chelation3. As the humus structure also helps retain water it contributes to the soil’s fertility. Humus also 
improves the texture of the soil for agriculture.  
 

 Humus is stable when not exposed to air. Otherwise, it will start to oxidize and gradually get removed from the 
soil, with a corresponding decrease in the condition of the soil and its fertility.  
 
 
1As the old student song “Gaudeamus Igitur” says, “Nos habebit humus”. (The earth will have us). 
2Anaerobic means ‘without air’.
3Chelation is when an organic group wraps itself round a metal ion and in doing so alters the solubility and chemical properties of the ion. 
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Sir Frederick Banting (1891-1941) 
The Leading Man in the Discovery of Insulin. 

Kip Anastasiou, Ph.D. 
  
The man who would become Canada’s first science hero and Nobel Laureate began his life on a farm near 
Alliston, Ontario. He was, apparently, a student of modest expectations. However, his closest friend decided 
that he was going to be a doctor (though he also was a student of modest expectations). Young Fred started 
thinking about medicine too when he happened to witness a serious accident and admired the doctor he called 
attend the victims who were out cold after a scaffold collapsed. His parents, devout Methodists, wanted him to 
be a minister of the church. While his three brothers became farmers, Fred, following his parents wishes, 
decided to go to the University of Toronto to become a minister. He flunked out after first year. If you flunk 
ministry what do you do? You enroll in medicine of course. Fred really enjoyed medicine. He was a very keen 
student and his diligent study brought him through with reasonable grades. 
  

 World War I was under way but Fred was already rejected by the army (he wore glasses, don’t you 
know!). However, they desperately needed doctors at the front in France. The University of Toronto Medical 
School responded by compressing Fred’s final year into a few weeks of summer school and he graduated with a 
Bachelor of Medicine specializing in surgery, in the ‘Class of Onety Seven’ (otherwise known as 1917! � they 
had a sense of humor). When you need doctors, who cares about whether you can see or not when your glasses 
get blown off! So, off he went to war, getting wounded just before the end of the war and winning the Military 
Cross for extraordinary valor under fire. He was a huge war hero! 
  

 After the war, and some work in a Toronto Hospital, he decided to practice surgery in London, Ontario. 
He borrowed money to buy a house and hung out his shingle. He waited and waited but very few came, other 
than those who wanted a prescription for alcohol. It was Prohibition time and that was the only way a guy (or 
gal) could get a drink! He finally took a job demonstrating surgery at the university in London to make a little 
money. When he was preparing a lecture, he read an article on the pancreas and how it might be related to 
diabetes. 
  

 That night he had trouble sleeping. He kept thinking about that article and he knew that diabetes was a 
death sentence. Perhaps he could find out what the pancreas might make that allows most people to avoid 
deadly diabetes. Others had tried but no one had succeeded. Suddenly an idea popped into his mind. Maybe the 
enzyme trypsin, which is also produced by the pancreas, was digesting the active principal preventing diabetes 
when chemists tried to isolate it! He decided that he would get rid of the trypsin before he tried to isolate the 
anti-diabetes agent. He would do the research! 
  

 Now, it must be clear that Fred was not a chemist or a physiologist and furthermore, he was broke and in 
debt while trying to establish a practice in surgery in London, Ontario.  Fred decided to do something great like 
helping dying diabetic children to get a lease on life (the way diabetes was treated was to starve them literally to 
death on very, very little food in hopes of some cure. Starving did extend life but before they died, they were 
little more that skin and bones – a pitiable sight). 
  

 Not having any facilities to do that kind of research in London, Fred went to see a physiologist at the 
University of Toronto who was a specialist on carbohydrates. He knew the literature and realized eventually 
that what Fred was proposing had not been tried. So he gave Fred, the surgeon, laboratory space for a few 
weeks in the summer, and a recent physiology graduate assistant, Charles Best, who knew how to do analytical 
tests, to help him. And off on vacation went the professor, not to return until the end of the summer. He knew 
Fred would fail, but even that might be helpful. 
  

 Fred was a driven man, in debt and without a salary but he was determined. In spite of initial failures, he 
persevered and toward the end of the summer, Banting and Best, working very closely and amiably together, 
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began to show improvement in diabetic dogs. Banting and Best were ecstatic. It made them work like a couple 
of demons – working long hours and devising experiments together. Many of their experiments worked! They 
knew they were on to something. And a big breakthrough came when they found they didn’t have to worry 
about trypsin. Extract from untreated pancreas tissue worked. 
  

 When the professor returned at the end of the summer, he was surprised at what they had accomplished, 
but having little faith in the work of the two very unqualified researchers, he had them repeat the work. It still 
worked. But Fred was getting desperate: he was living on almost nothing, having sold his old rattletrap of a 
Ford (it was 1921!) and that money was gone. The facilities were awful. In addition, Fred needed some money 
to carry on and some improvements in facilities. The professor refused. Fred said that then he would take his 
work and go to some other university. The professor knew they were on to something and changed his mind, 
improving Fred’s lab conditions. Finally the pharmacy department head came up with a small almost starvation 
salary for Fred. Good enough! They carried on, eventually keeping a diabetic dog alive for 70 days on their 
pancreatic extract! Of course, there were doubters, but Banting and Best knew they were successful. 
  

 Eventually, Banting felt he was ready to get some help to purify their extract and start testing on human 
diabetics. Visiting at the department was an ace biochemist, a guy on leave from the University of Alberta, 
Professor Bert Collip. He had been asking if he could help for some time. After agreeing that everything 
discovered would be shared with the whole team, Collip joined the group. He quickly and successfully made a 
pure extract that could be used on humans. However, Collip was then not terribly interested in sharing how he 
did it and decided that he would patent it himself. Now Fred was a driven man and fundamentally 
unsophisticated. When Collip had the audacity to make this announcement, Fred dealt with it as many an 
unsophisticated person would. After Collip got up off the floor and they got some badly needed medication, the 
team was back on track. 
  

 Tests on human diabetics began, and they were largely fantastically successful. The first two batches 
Collip made were very successful, but the third batch failed and so did the fourth. Collip had a lifelong habit of 
not keeping very good records: he always made notes in a little black notebook, which he kept in his back 
pocket. In spite of his brilliance, he had forgotten a crucial step in the purification. They had started treating 
diabetics successfully and now they had run out of extract. The entire team, including the professor, frantically 
tried everything possible to obtain purified extract. Charles Best finally figured out what went wrong and they 
were back on track. The rest is history. Skin and bones diabetics fattened up to normal and it was declared a 
miracle treatment. The team named their extract insulin and the university, which now owned the patent, made 
arrangements to license manufacturers around the world. All this took a little over a year to accomplish. The 
newspapers had a field day! And as a footnote, it must be said that Banting and Collip became best buddies later 
on in life.�� All the members of the team took off except Fred Banting who was celebrated as a hero of science. In 
1923, the Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine was awarded to Fred Banting and the professor, Fred sharing 
his prize money with the professor with Collip. After World War 2, the chairman of the Nobel Committer 
finally admitted to the mistake of not including Best in the award, but it was never corrected. 
  

 Sir Frederick Banting, who was coordinating Canadian Military Research, was killed in 1941 when his 
flight crashed on his way to coordinate work with the British. It was one of the first winter flights from 
Newfoundland to England. The plane went down in Newfoundland and though he survived the crash, the plane 
was not found for four days and he died before help came.   
  
Sources: Bliss. 1982. The Discovery of Insulin. McLelland and Stewart. __ 1982. Banting’s, Best’s and Collip’s Accounts of the 
Discovery of Insulin. Bull. History of Medicine. 56, 554-68. __. 1984. Banting: A Biography. M & S. Stevenson. __ 2005. 
Resurrections in Toronto. Hormone Res. 64 Suppl.2. 98-102. Krantz. 1974. Historical Medical Classics Involving New Drugs. 
Williams and Witkins. Noble. 1965. Memories of James Bertram Collip. Can. Med. Assn J. 93-102. Rosenfeld. 2002. Insulin: 
Discovery and Controversy. Clin. Chem. 48, 2270-88. Stephenson.1946. Sir Frederick Banting. Ryerson. And too many internet 
sources to list. 
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Favourite Physical Science Demonstrations 
GGGooorrrdddooonnn   RRR...   GGGooorrreee   

 

When students visit the BIG Little Science Centre, they spend most of their visit doing ‘hands-on’ science in our two 
hands-on rooms. However, we usually introduce ourselves to new groups by doing a series of entertaining and educational 
demonstrations for them. (This way, we big kids get to have some fun, too!) Most of these ideas come from sources long 
forgotten, but some of them are original with the BIG Little Science Centre. As a rule, we try to take an old, well-known 
demonstration and put our own spin on it. 
 

Two Simple Chemistry Demonstrations 
 

Windex and Goldenrod Paper 
 

     
       Ken Schroeder demonstrates. 
 
Turning Water into Wine 
 

'White wine' is poured from a bottle into a seemingly empty wine glass. The white wine turns red as soon as 
goes in the second glass. 
  

One demonstrator says, "I prefer white wine", and pours the red wine into a third wine glass, where the 
red wine turns clear again. 

 
Apparently, two chemical changes have taken place: first, when the white wine turned red, and second 

when the red wine turned back to white (clear) wine. 
 

The 'wine' in the first wine bottle is actually a dilute solution of ammonium hydroxide, NH4OH 
(ammonia water). It is alkaline, so when it is poured into the first glass it turns red because a few drops of 
phenolphthalein indicator were previously put in the second glass. 

  
When the 'red wine' is poured into the second glass it turns clear because a few drops of hydrochloric 

acid (HCl) were previously added to the second glass. The HCl neutralizes the alkaline ammonia water, and the 
phenolphthalein turns clear. 

Prior to the session, write a simple message on a sheet of 
goldenrod paper, using a wax candle. (It might be "Science is 
fun!")  
Hold the goldenrod paper up so that the waxed side is toward the 
audience. Spray the whole sheet with Windex. The paper will turn 
red everywhere except where the wax writing is, so the message 
will stand out clearly. 
 
The goldenrod paper contains a dye that changes from gold to 
bright red when it is alkaline. Windex contains ammonium 
hydroxide (NH4OH), which is alkaline. 
 
Note: Not all brands of goldenrod paper work! Test yours out 
before you try this! Wausau brand paper worked for us. Science 
suppliers may sell goldenrod paper specifically for this use. 
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Simple Circuits: A Puzzle 
Gordon R. Gore 

“A spinning motor is in series with a light bulb. Why does the light become brighter if I 
stop the motor from spinning?” 

 

   
 

    Figure 1              Figure 2 
 

When experimenting with simple electric circuits, quite often a young student will try connecting a battery with a light 
bulb and a miniature motor, ‘in series’ (Figure 1). The light will probably be dimly lit when the motor is turning. If the 
rotation of the motor is stopped (as in Figure 2), the light bulb glows much brighter. 
 

 The motor has a coil with several turns of copper wire, which rotates in a magnetic field created by permanent 
magnets. If the coil (called the armature) is held still, then the motor has little effect on current in the circuit, because its 
copper coil offers little resistance. However, when the coil is permitted to rotate in the magnetic field, the motor acts as a 
generator. It produces a ‘reverse voltage’ that tries to send an electric current in the opposite direction to the battery 
current! The faster the armature rotates, the greater the reverse voltage (‘back emf’) is, and the weaker the overall current 
through the light bulb. This is why the light bulb gets dimmer as the motor spins faster. 
 

          
 

               Figure 3                         Figure 4           Figure 5 
 

To see how a toy motor acts as a generator, try this: 
 

1. Connect a small, toy motor to a sensitive current meter (galvanometer). See Figures 3 and 4. The motor has a magnet 
inside. It also has a coil, attached to the shaft. The coil turns when the shaft turns.  The magnet does not move.  

 
2. Try turning the shaft of the motor with your hand. See Figure 5. Does it matter in which direction you turn the shaft?  
 
3. Does it matter how fast you turn the shaft? 
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Action at the BIG Little Science Centre 
Gordon Gore 

 

     
 
Thaelo Proctor became a chemist during his last week of Grade 2 at Bert Edwards Science and Technology 
School. When a scheduled visit was cancelled at the last moment, we invited Mrs. Ramsay’s class in to watch 
our chemistry show. What a keen group of kids they were! Thaelo was one of the four volunteers to do a clock 
reaction, supervised by Ken Schroeder. We try to give every visitor an opportunity to volunteer for the various 
demonstrations, and there was no shortage of volunteers from Mrs. Ramsay’s class! 
 

 

My optometrist recently recommended that I see an ophthalmologist about cataracts in my 
eyes. The ophthalmologist agreed with the optometrist. It was good to see that the two experts 
saw ‘eye to eye’. 

 

When I first saw myself in a mirror, I was ‘beside myself’. 

 

 


